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D10
2-IN-1 RUGGED TABLET

THIS RUGGED ANDROID™
2-IN-1 COMPUTER IS FAR
MORE THAN JUST A
MOBILE SOLUTION
The Xplore XBOOK™ D10 is more than a rugged 2-in-1
tablet. And, Android is more than just a “mobile” OS.
Together, they give you a complete mobile office that is
perfect whether your “office” is inside, behind a desk; in
the field, on foot; or on the move at the helm of a forklift,
plane, train or automobile.
The XBOOK D10 boasts powerful processing
capabilities, multiple data entry options, and fully
rugged tablet design that will protect your entire IT
investment. Even better, the ultra-flexible 2-in-1 protects
your workers’ time and improves your company’s
productivity levels. Just attach the spill-resistant
keyboard and the rugged tablet immediately becomes
the desktop/laptop you need to get data-intensive tasks
done in the office (or anywhere your job takes you.)

MAKE ANDROID YOUR NEW OFFICE STANDARD

BEYOND MOBILITY: EXTEND
ANDROID’S ENTERPRISE COMPUTING
POWER TO ANY OFFICE
Android doesn’t have to only be a mobile OS. With the XBOOK
D10, Android can be the only OS you need to get real work
done. Simply attach the full tactile spill-resistant keyboard to
the fully rugged 2-in-1 tablet to gain a fully-featured laptop/
desktop computer that boasts an Intel® x86 Atom-series core
processor; the professional-grade Android OS; 4GB RAM;
64GB SSD and a 3-year limited warranty. The transformational
MIL-STD-810G certified and IP65 rated 2-in-1 also survives
the harshest drops, most extreme temperatures and constant
vibration1. Best of all, with a 10.1” outdoor-viewable display,
the XBOOK D10 is ready for any job under the sun.

GO WHERE YOU WANT WITHOUT LOSING
TOUCH WITH YOUR APPS, CO-WORKERS
OR CUSTOMERS
Work from more than one “office”? The multi-touch XBOOK
D10 will keep you connected to the software, peripherals,
and back-office business systems essential to performing
your job, without compromise. It is the ideal mobile
computing platform – and laptop replacement – for nearly
every field, industrial, and in-vehicle workflow. It is also the
easiest, and most cost-effective, way to achieve complete
Android-based business mobility in a 10” form factor.

This physically resilient Android computer is easily
managed and built to excel at least 3-5 years. In fact, it’s
the XBOOK D10’s long-lasting platform stability, easy
software and feature scalability, and extensive security
capabilities that make it so appealing to business leaders.
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PRODUCT FEATURES
THE ULTIMATE “WORK ANYWHERE” USER
EXPERIENCE:

LOTS OF SAFETY, SECURITY, AND
CONNECTIVITY OPTIONS:

•

Bright 10.1” sunlight-readable display

•

•

Capacitive pen and touch

Android 6.0.1 Marshmallow OS, featuring SafeLock,
automatic disk encryption, geographic safe zones

•

Up to 8 hours of battery life (20 hours with
hot-swappable second battery option2)

•

Optional barcode scanner module for added
functionality

•

Fully tactile spill resistant detachable keyboard

•

•

Kickstand to hold tablet upright for keyboard
or touch

8 total ports standard, including 2 x USB 3.0
ports, Micro SDXC, Micro HDMI-out, RJ45,
and optional HDMI-In port

•

ArmorTech™ shatter resistant screen protector or
anti-glare screen protector to block sun glare with
added display protection (optional)

•

Ultra-fast 4G LTE broadband (optional) and 802.11ac
Wi-Fi data access

•

Kensington lock bracket for security (optional)

•

Rotating hand strap for easy transport

•

Optional top handle to easily carry the tablet

EVEN MORE 2-IN-1 CONFIGURATION
OPTIONS:

•

G2 Vehicle Dock to protect and secure tablet under
heavy shock and vibration

•

G2 xDIM for in-vehicle power and peripheral
connections

•

Industrial Dock with 2 additional USB Ports for
expanded desktop/office connectivity
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Rugged damage protection specifications

2

Second battery option requires wire kickstand with bracket

apply to tablet only (not keyboard)

For more Information Contact:
Glacier Computer, LLC
866-724-6257 x 6
sales@glaciercomputer.com
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